
Local Offer Governance Group Meeting held on Teams on Tuesday 4 October 2022 

 

Present:  Rachel Akers – Chair – (DCO) 

Kathy Forsdyke (North)  

Lisa Smith ASC (North)  

Tim Lawes – Transformation Business Partner (North)  

Pauline Kirby SSS (North)  

Nikki Taylor IASS (North)  

Liz Sagi ASC (West)  

Anne Wakeling SSS (West)  in place of  Sam Lavender  

Victoria Farrington (NCT)  

  

Apologies:  were received from Julia Smith (West), Sam Lavender (West) Lorraine Flute (NCT) 

Gemma Marks (North). NPFG and NAYC were invited to the meeting but did not attend on this 

occasion.  

 

1. Matters Arising from the last Meeting  

 

a. Disabled Children’s Register. This is a Local Authority responsibility to maintain, and it 

was agreed that it is not in the remit of this group to change the current, successful 

arrangements. Any changes will need more planning before a decision is made.  

b. Learning Disability and Autism Key Worker project.  

Bernados have now recruited some staff to this project to help those young people on 

the Dynamic Support Register at risk from being admitted into hospital or entering into a 

crisis. The launch has been delayed, but Kathy has been able to show the new staff 

around the Local Offer website.  

c. The Local Offer review through the Communications Group has been extended until the 

end of October.  

2. Disaggregation Updates  

Tim Lawes, the Transformation Business Partner had been invited to the meeting to explain 

what was happening in North Northants for the Local Offer website. Tim explained that it would 

seem that the formal agreement for inter authority duties had been overlooked for the Local 

Offer. Kathy and Anne were able to confirm that the Local Offer was on the Blueprint document 

that was created for Northamptonshire County Council. But because it hasn’t been included, 

there has been no work done on the formal arrangements to disaggregate, and the Assistant 

Directors for North and West are now negotiating what can happen next. This is also taking place 

at a corporate level to ensure that the separation will take place safely and legally. No resources 

have been allocated to this work to date as it falls outside of the inter-authority agreement. Tim 

expressed a strong opinion that there needs to be an allocation of resources to manage this 

work to co-produce a Local Offer for North and West authorities. He suggested that any 

separation will not take place before March 2023.  

Anne advised the meeting that the Web Team had met to discuss moving the SEND content and 

they are keen not to just ‘lift and shift’ the current content. Which will apply also to the Local 

Offer webpages.  Anne suggested that co-ordinating to the same timeline would be worthwhile.  

The Joint Officer’s Board will look at the staffing and implications, and it should be noted that it 

will become increasingly difficult to monitor arrangements for two different areas for the Local 



Offer.  

Kathy agreed to send a copy of the report written for West Northants (at their request) to Tim 

(via Rachel as Chair) for him to discuss with Neil Goddard and AnnMarie Dodds at a meeting on 

19 October 2022.  

Tim informed the group that the Transformation Team in the North is being restructured to 

embed into the different services. The West already manage their Transformation teams 

differently – Faye Skeat is working in West as the nominated lead for SEND. Tim suggested a 

brief note be prepared for Neil Goddard around the risks of splitting the team and the impact it 

may have.  

3. Succession Planning  

Anne informed the group that with effect from 1 September 2022, the Local Offer for the West 

will be managed by her role and no longer with Anthony Giles in EHC.  While there is still only 

one platform for the whole of the county, the statutory responsibility remains for each 

authority.  Anne will contact Neil Goddard and Ben Pearson to be involved in their discussions. 

There is a risk for the North that they will have a staffing shortfall.  

Rachel explained that there is still a system-wide partnership for the Local Offer and the group of 

partners will continue during the collaboration period and then each local area will need to 

decide the future from April 2023. It is hoped that the project teams will work closely with the 

Governance Group.  

4. Report from Education 

Gemma had sent her apologies. No other report from Education services was available.  

5. Report from Health  

Rachel explained that there was joint work ongoing with the ICB and both authorities to look at 

SALT provision in Education. It is planned for joint commissioning to support the challenge for 

teams working with children who need extra support with speech and language and 

communication. This project is in addition to the Speech and Language Communication Needs 

that is being worked on.  There will be more joint commissioning opportunities system wide, 

identifying gaps and needs.  

The Futures in Mind (NHS England) is being refreshed and a draft has been shared.  

Community Eating Disorder Services are being reviewed.  

6. Report from Social Care 

Victoria reported that the Disabled Children’s Team are stable and consistent and will continue 

to offer their service across the whole county. There will be an impact on the Disabled Children’s 

Team when there are two Local Offers for social workers to navigate.   

Liz Sagi updated the group with news from WEST Northants explaining that Stuart Lockerby will 

be the Director of Children’s Services and Adult Social Care, supported by a team of senior 

managers, including Ben Pearson, Rebecca Wilshaw and Tony Challinor. Liz is hoping that there 

will be a Transitions Strategy Board. Operationally, the students in special schools are being 

supported at their annual reviews where this no social care involvement and 111 appointments 

are booked. The team have identified 995 young people aged 16+ with EHC plans, of which 154 

are open to Adult Social Care, and 99 open to Disabled Children’s Team.  Special schools have 

been holding transition events and parents have been reassured by other parents about the 

support available when their young people need adult social care.  

Learning disability pathways are being reviewed and the links to the Moving Into Adulthood 

policy.  

Lisa Smooth was welcomed to the meeting, having met with Kathy to show the new staff around 

the Local Offer website. They have met with health care colleagues during the induction week 

and are hoping to be able to streamline some of the referral routes into adult social care. They 



are reporting to the Learning Disability Transformation Board. Lisa is still trying to collate the 

details of the young people in the North with EHC plans from the EHC Team. The new team all 

worked on the 18 to 25 Disabilities Team and the Learning Disability Hub and so are skilled and 

knowledgeable. .  

7. SSS North and West  

Pauline reported that the ongoing vacancies have recently been filled in the North.  

Anne reported that SSS in the West continue to operate to the previous basis offering 

consultations, allocated work and workshops.  

The workshops are still offered as a joint offer from North and West with parents able to attend 

a venue that is convenient for them.  

The Admissions and Safeguarding Services have now disaggregated and the West School 

Attendance Support Service (SASS) is managed through School Effectiveness.  

Anthony Giles is the EHC Service Manager, and Anne Wakeling is providing service manager role 

for Early Help and Intervention services including the Local Offer.  

A project manager has been appointed to review the educational funding process and will be in 

post until Sept next year.  

The SEND Ranges (Descriptors) pilot will be launched in November 2022 for the West.  

8. Report from IASS  

There were technology issues in One Angel Square during the meeting, and Nikki had to send her 

report in by e-mail after the meeting. She had been able to listen to the whole meeting.  

• The IASS team will be disaggregated on 31st March 2023.  The final approval should be at a 

meeting on 26th October.  For the team, it is business as usual. 

• The national IASS Network are updating working practices and in particular our intervention 

levels.  They are looking at clearly identifying and separating the information, advice and support 

elements of our work.  I think this clarity will be beneficial in really supporting how we work and 

ensuring that we can manage demand working in a smaller team. 

• We are hosting four locality meetings in partnership with PCF in North Northants.  The events 

are called “Meet the Teams” and are for parents to come along and see the faces behind the 

names delivering SEND Services in their area.  We are planning to do similar events in the West, 

but we are conscious of the demand on our health colleagues who would be attending both sets 

of meetings and so are unlikely to run them in the West until the new year. 

• We have 6 parent transition meetings, 3 in each LA, planned from November through to 

March.   

• We are continuing to develop our CYP Advisory Council, which for now is still countywide, but 

may have to split once the disaggregation has taken place. 

9. NAYC and NPFG were unable to attend and so did not report anything Kathy explained that the 

NPFG had held their AGM on Friday 30 September, which was well attended, albeit with some 

parents who wished to vocally express their dissatisfaction with the Local Authorities – but not 

NPFG.  

10. Any Other Business 

No other business was reported.  

11. Date of Next Meeting 

It was agreed to meet in early February and it is hoped that Julia or a Local Offer member of staff 

will be able to support the last whole Governance Group meeting. Proposed date of 7 February 

2023 at 10.30am to 12.00 


